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QUESTION 1

A table is registered with the following code: 

Bothusersandordersare Delta Lake tables. Which statement describes the results of queryingrecent_orders? 

A. All logic will execute at query time and return the result of joining the valid versions of the source tables at the time
the query finishes. 

B. All logic will execute when the table is definedand store the result of joiningtables to the DBFS; this stored data will be
returned when the table is queried. 

C. Results will be computed and cached when the table is defined; these cached results will incrementally update as
new records are inserted into source tables. 

D. All logic will execute at query time and return the result of joining the valid versions of the source tables at the time
the query began. 

E. The versions of each source table will be stored in the table transaction log; query results will be saved to DBFS with
each query. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because Delta Lake supports time travel, which allows users to query data as of
a specific version or timestamp. The code uses the VERSION AS OF syntax to specify the version of each source table
to be used in the join. The result of querying recent_orders will be the same as joining those versions of the source
tables at query time. The query will use snapshot isolation, which means it will use a consistent snapshot of the table at
the time the query began, regardless of any concurrent updates or deletes. Verified References: [Databricks Certified
Data Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Query an older snapshot of
a table (time travel)" section. 

 

QUESTION 2

The DevOps team has configured a production workload as a collection of notebooks scheduled to run daily using the
Jobs UI. A new data engineering hire is onboarding to the team and has requested access to one of these notebooks to
review the production logic. 
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What are the maximum notebook permissions that can be granted to the user without allowing accidental changes to
production code or data? 

A. Can Manage 

B. Can Edit 

C. No permissions 

D. Can Read 

E. Can Run 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it is the maximum notebook permissions that can be granted to the
user without allowing accidental changes to production code or data. Notebook permissions are used to control access
to notebooks in Databricks workspaces. There are four types of notebook permissions: Can Manage, Can Edit, Can
Run, and Can Read. Can Manage allows full control over the notebook, including editing, running, deleting, exporting,
and changing permissions. Can Edit allows modifying and running the notebook, but not changing permissions or
deleting it. Can Run allows executing commands in an existing cluster attached to the notebook, but not modifying or
exporting it. Can Read allows viewing the notebook content, but not running or modifying it. In this case, granting Can
Read permission to the user will allow them to review the production logic in the notebook without allowing them to
makeany changes to it or run any commands that may affect production data. Verified References: [Databricks Certified
Data Engineer Professional], under "Databricks Workspace" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Notebook
permissions" section. 

 

QUESTION 3

An upstream system is emitting change data capture (CDC) logs that are being written to a cloud object storage
directory. Each record in the log indicates the change type (insert, update, or delete) and the values for each field after
the change. The source table has a primary key identified by the fieldpk_id. 

For auditing purposes, the data governance team wishes to maintain a full record of all values that have ever been valid
in the source system. For analytical purposes, only the most recent value for each record needs to be recorded. The
Databricks job to ingest these records occurs once per hour, but each individual record may have changed multiple
times over the course of an hour. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Create a separate history table for each pk_id resolve the current state of the table by running a union all filtering the
history tables for the most recent state. 

B. Use merge into to insert, update, or delete the most recent entry for each pk_id into a bronze table, then propagate
all changes throughout the system. 

C. Iterate through an ordered set of changes to the table, applying each in turn; rely on Delta Lake\\'s versioning ability
to create an audit log. 

D. Use Delta Lake\\'s change data feed to automatically process CDC data from an external system, propagating all
changes to all dependent tables in the Lakehouse. 

E. Ingest all log information into a bronze table; use merge into to insert, update, or delete the most recent entry for
each pk_id into a silver table to recreate the current table state. 
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Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it meets the requirements of maintaining a full record of all values that
have ever been valid in the source system and recreating the current table state with only the most recent value for
each record. The code ingests all log information into a bronze table, which preserves the raw CDC data as it is. Then, it
uses merge into to perform an upsert operation on a silver table, which means it will insert new records or update or
delete existing records based on the change type and the pk_id columns. This way, the silver table will alwaysreflect the
current state of the source table, while the bronze table will keep the history of all changes. Verified References:
[Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Upsert
into a table using merge" section. 

 

QUESTION 4

The data engineering team has configured a Databricks SQL query and alert to monitor the values in a Delta Lake table.
Therecent_sensor_recordingstable contains an identifyingsensor_idalongside thetimestampandtemperaturefor the most
recent 5 minutes of recordings. 

The below query is used to create the alert: 

The query is set to refresh each minute and always completes in less than 10 seconds. The alert is set to trigger
whenmean (temperature) > 120. Notifications are triggered to be sent at most every 1 minute. 

If this alert raises notifications for 3 consecutive minutes and then stops, which statement must be true? 

A. The total average temperature across all sensors exceeded 120 on three consecutive executions of the query 

B. Therecent_sensor_recordingstable was unresponsive for three consecutive runs of the query 

C. The source query failed to update properly for three consecutive minutes and then restarted 

D. The maximum temperature recording for at least one sensor exceeded 120 on three consecutive executions of the
query 

E. The average temperature recordings for at least one sensor exceeded 120 on three consecutive executions of the
query 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because the query is using a GROUP BY clause on the sensor_id column,
which means it will calculate the mean temperature for each sensor separately. The alert will trigger when the mean
temperature for any sensor is greater than 120, which means at least one sensor had an average temperature above
120 for three consecutive minutes. The alert will stop when the mean temperature for all sensors drops below 120.
Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "SQL Analytics" section; Databricks
Documentation, under "Alerts" section. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is true of Delta Lake and the Lakehouse? 
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A. Because Parquet compresses data row by row. strings will only be compressed when a character is repeated
multiple times. 

B. Delta Lake automatically collects statistics on the first 32 columns of each table which are leveraged in data skipping
based on query filters. 

C. Views in the Lakehouse maintain a valid cache of the most recent versions of source tables at all times. 

D. Primary and foreign key constraints can be leveraged to ensure duplicate values are never entered into a dimension
table. 

E. Z-order can only be applied to numeric values stored in Delta Lake tables 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it is true of Delta Lake and the Lakehouse. Delta Lake uses Parquet as
the underlying storage format for data files. Parquet is a columnar format that compresses data by column rather than
by row. This means that Parquet can achieve high compression ratios for columns that have low cardinality or high
repetition of values, such as integers, booleans, or dates. However, for columns that have high cardinality or low
repetition of values, such as strings, Parquet cannot compress data very well. Therefore, strings will only be
compressed when a character is repeated multiple times within a row. Verified References:[Databricks Certified Data
Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Delta Lake core features -
Schema enforcement and evolution" section. 
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